**NOVEMBER**

**Friday, November 20**
BC at UNH\(^ ^\) - 4:30pm  
UVM at UConn  
ME at HC  
PC at MC

**Saturday, November 21**
UNH at BC\(^ ^\) - 4:30pm  
UVM at UConn  
ME at HC\(^ +\) - 1:00pm  
MC at PC

**Friday, November 27**
BC at UVM  
UConn at ME  
UNH at HC  
PC at NU\(^ ^\) - 2:00pm

**Saturday, November 28**
BC at UVM  
UConn at ME  
HC at UNH  
NU at PC

**DECEMBER**

**Friday, December 4**
BC at UConn  
BU at ME  
HC at PC  
NU at MC

**Saturday, December 5**
UConn at BC  
BU at ME  
PC at HC  
MC at NU\(^ ^\) - 2:00pm

**Friday, December 11**
PC at UConn  
HC at MC  
ME at UNH

**Saturday, December 12**
NU at BC  
UVM at BU  
UConn at PC  
MC at HC  
ME at UNH

**Sunday, December 13**
BC at NU - 2:00pm  
UVM at BU

**Friday, December 18**
MC at UConn

**Saturday, December 19**
UConn at MC  
PC at ME\(^ *\)  
UNH at UVM

**Sunday, December 20**
PC at ME\(^ *\)  
UNH at UVM

**JANUARY**

**Friday, January 1**
UNH at BU  
NU at UConn  
HC at UVM

**Saturday, January 2**
BU at UNH  
UConn at NU  
HC at UVM

**Friday, January 8**
MC at BC  
BU at PC  
UVM at ME  
UNH at NU

**Saturday, January 9**
BC at MC  
PC at BU  
UVM at ME  
NU at UNH

**Friday, January 15**
HC at BC  
BU at NU  
UConn at UNH  
ME at PC  
UVM at MC

**Saturday, January 16**
BC at HC  
NU at BU  
UNH at UConn  
ME at PC  
UVM at MC

**Friday, January 22**
PC at BC  
HC at NU  
MC at ME

**Saturday, January 23**
BC at PC  
BU at UConn  
NU at HC  
MC at ME

**Sunday, January 24**
UConn at BU

**Friday, January 29**
MC at BC\(^ *\)  
HC at BU  
UConn at PC\(^ *\)  
UNH at ME\(^ *\)  
NU at UVM\(^ *\)

**Saturday, January 30**
BC at MC\(^ *\)  
BU at HC  
PC at UConn\(^ *\)  
UNH at ME\(^ *\)  
NU at UVM\(^ *\)

*Non-Conference “Flex” Game  
\(^ ^\) on NESN  
\(^ +\) on NESN+
### FEBRUARY

**Friday, February 5**  
HC at BC*  
MC at BU  
PC at UNH

**Saturday, February 6**  
BU at MC  
ME at UConn*  
UNH at PC  
UVM at NU

**Sunday, February 7**  
BC at HC*  
ME at UConn*  
UVM at NU

**Friday, February 12**  
UConn at BC*  
PC at BU*  
HC at ME*  
MC at UVM*

**Saturday, February 13**  
BC at UConn*  
BU at PC*  
HC at ME*  
MC at UVM*  
NU at UNH*

**Sunday, February 14**  
UNH at NU*

**Friday, February 19**  
ME at BC  
BU at UVM*  
MC at UConn*  
UNH at HC*  
NU at PC*

**Saturday, February 20**  
ME at BC  
BU at UVM*  
UConn at MC*  
HC at UNH*  
PC at NU*

**Thursday, February 25**  
PC at UVM

---

**Friday, February 26**  
BU at BC  
HC at UConn  
NU at ME  
UNH at MC  
PC at UVM

**Saturday, February 27**  
BC at BU  
UConn at HC  
NU at ME  
MC at UNH

---

### MARCH

**—END OF REGULAR SEASON—**

*Non-Conference “Flex” Game*